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Dependence Theory and Radio: An Evaluation on How Radio
Can Change Future Dreams
Mihalis Kuyucu
İstanbul Aydın University, İstanbul, Turkey

Radio is all about dreams. This old and tired medium now fights with new media as it is with its old enemy
television. Radio has a big impact on dreams. It gives you the sound and makes you dream. Once you get used to
this media you start dreaming. If you used to listen radio more, you get in dependence with it. So this day dreaming
change to lifeless dreaming. This article gives an evaluation of how radio audience can shape audience future
dreams with dependence theory. The paper starts with a conceptual explanation of dependence theory and goes on
with a survey done in Turkey to 101 radio listeners. The survey investigates on how people like listening the radio
and what makes them enjoy radio. The survey assumes that people listening to radio and getting depended on it
start changing the behaviors and habits of listeners. This behavior change effects listeners future dreams and the
audience take radio as a model. The paper shows by using the dependence theory that radio listeners take the radio
they love as model and use it to build their future business dreams.
Keyword: radio, radio broadcasting, dependence theory, radio and Turkey

Introduction
Today, mass communication tools play a critical role in the continuation of the liberal systems. Those
power groups, who own the means of mass communication, exploit them in order to maintain and strengthen
their power and positions. Media is used for ideological manipulation of all sorts. In addition to ideological
manipulation, the consumption society is manipulated through mass media in many other ways. The audience,
who is a target for these power groups, has an important place in mass media research. Although mainstream
approaches and critical approaches of mass communication theories position the audience in different ways, the
audience has always been placed on the top.
The number of research conducted on media dependency increased with the emergence of Uses and
Gratifications approach. Uses and Gratifications approach emphasizes with the psychological needs of the
individual, while dependency theory focuses on the relationship between the audiences and the media. In this
study, the connection between the dependency model and the radio audience is examined.

Media Dependency Theory: Meaning, Scope, and Goals
The emergence of the approaches that examine the indirect and long-term effects of media on society goes
back to the 1970s. “Knowledge Gap Hypothesis”, “Spiral of Silence Theory”, “Media Dependency”, and
“Agenda Setting Theory” are among these researches. According to them, mass media has long-term and
Mihalis Kuyucu, assistant professor, Communication Department, İstanbul Aydın University.
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indirect effects. Media Dependency Theory came forth particularly after “Uses and Gratifications Approach”
gained importance.
Melvin DeFleur and Sandra Ball-Rokeach first described the Dependency Theory in 1976 (Işık, 2009, p.
30). Afterwards, other individual studies were conducted in order to understand the reasons why individuals
become dependent on mass media. While Uses and Gratifications Theory puts emphasis on psychological
needs, the dependency theory focuses on intra-level (micro-level and macro-level) relationships.
The Media Dependency Approach is a theory that studies the effects of media on the audience in the
context of the social systems. According to this theory, as the societies become more complex, individuals
become more dependent on mass communication tools (Işık, 2009, p. 31).
The Media Dependency Theory considers the society as an organic structure and examines how parts of
micro (individuals, inter-personal, and groups) and macro (organizations, political, economic, cultural systems)
social systems are related to each other.
The main function of mass media, as tools that transmit social forms of communication along with
information and knowledge, is to identify and take part in the changes taking place in the society. In this sense,
the emergence of new mass communication tools represents all sorts of changes that occurred in society rather
than the continuity or re-investment. The effects of these changes are felt in politics, in economy, and in society
(human relations, consumption habits, life practices) as well as in mass media. In short, there is an integral
relationship among audiences, media, and the larger social system.
Defleur and Ball-Roceah examined the effects of mass communication tools on the audience due to
their information transmission functions in three categories, which are cognitive, affective, and behavioral
effects.

Social system
(degree of stability varies)

Meida system (number
and centrality of information
functions varies)

Audiences (degree of dependency on media information
varies)

Effects
affective

cognitive
behavioural

Figure 1. Dependency model. Source: Birsen, 2005, p. 39.

In the model, cognitive effects involve creation and resolution of ambiguity, expanding belief systems and
value clarification. Ambiguity stems from the existence of inadequate or conflicting information. For example,
in situations like an earthquake or assassination when there is high ambiguity, the audience turn to mass media
in order to obtain more information.
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Affective effects include emotions like boredom, dislike, having fun, excitement, and fear. The
information presented has emotional effects on individuals. In addition to the effects of the information, the
audience could have emotional expectations about the information or the means of information. Therefore, the
emotional change might result from the information obtained from mass media as well as arising from the
viewer himself/herself. A man who starts to separate his garbage after watching a TV show on recycling can be
an example for this situation.
Behavioral effects refer to the motivational effects of mass media messages on individuals and groups.
There are two categories of behavioral effects: activation effects (in which media audiences do something that
they ordinarily would not do, as a result of receiving a media message) and deactivation effects (in which
audiences do not do something that they would have ordinarily done, as a result of receiving a media message).
For example mass media can motivate the audience to vote for the elections or to consume a product (Tekinalp
& Uzun, 2009, p. 99).
The model assumes that there is a correlating relationship between the effects of media and the social
system. According to the theory, in complex and modern societies, mass communication tools are information
systems of vital importance which participate in the processes of maintenance, change, and conflict at
individual, group, and social levels. Media system has a dependency relationship with the societal system and
its sub-systems (political, military economic, and cultural) which explains the interrelationship between macro
units (media, social system, audience) (Işık, 2007, p. 67).
Research on individual media system dependency relationships shown that people have different
dependency relationships with different media. For example, Meadows found that women had stronger social
understanding dependencies for television than magazines (Meadows, E. & Meadows, J., 2010, p. 53).

Core Assumptions of Media Dependency Theory
Media system is seen as an important part of the social pattern of modern society and accepter to have a
correlating relationship with individuals, groups, institutions, and other social systems. These relationships can
be conflict-based or collaborative, dynamic, variable, static or regular. The theory focuses on the “relationship”
regardless of its kind or nature (direct/strong or indirect/weak relationships). “Dependency” on media emerges
from relationships. Core assumptions of Media Dependency Theory could be summarized as follows (Işık,
2009, p. 33-34):
(1) Individuals need information on subjects such as nutrition, work, politics, transportation, and
entertainment.
(2) In traditional societies, people tend to follow similar lifestyles. Individuals can establish social
relationships by which they obtain information through their friends, immediate family circles, and
neighborliness.
(3) In the cities, there are significant class differences in the society due to intense immigration. As a result
of these developments, face-to-face communication becomes less important and individuals cannot establish
strong bonds with their environment. Therefore, individuals more likely to turn to mass media to make their
decisions on various subjects.
According to the theory, media messages are the results of the dependency relationships between media
and other social systems. In mass communication, dependency relationships could occur on system,
organization, group or individual level (Yang, 2007, p. 18).
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Media dependency theory sees a correlation between mass media resources and the goals of individuals.
Individuals have goals to achieve and media provides the opportunity to achieve these goals through
information resources. For example, individuals need news and entertainment content and depend on media’s
resources to meet these needs and achieve their goals. The goal-resource dependency relationship determine the
level of media power in any given situation (Yang, 2007, p. 18). The media system is seen as a network that
provides individuals that information through three resources. These resources are (Işık, 2007, p. 62):
Information gathering and creating: The first one of these resources is information gathering or creating.
For example, reporters gather information on people and events that we need to know about. In other words,
they concern with information. Scriptwriters, however, create information about real or imaginary events that
helps us to achieve our “entertainment” goal by going to movies.
Information processing: Information processing refers to the editing or packaging of the gathered or
created information. For example, an editor edits information of reporter, a director converts information
created by scriptwriter to a movie.
Information dissemination: The third resource controlled by media is the capacity of information
dissemination. For example, newscaster’s main duty is to disseminate (broadcast) the information gathered by
the reporter and edited by the editor. A movie distributor’s job is to distribute the movie (information) created
by scriptwriter and edited and packed by director so that viewers could watch it.

Determinants of Media Dependency
Media system plays different social roles due to its correlations with political, economic, cultural, and
other social systems. The content and structure of media are shaped by various political, economic, and social
realities.
There are different determinants of dependency. The first media need to determine the type of dependency is
the need to understand one’s social world; the second one is the need to act meaningfully and effectively in the
world; and the third one is the need to escape from the world when tensions are high. Therefore dependency on
mass media varies from person to person, from group to group and from culture to culture (Uzun, 2013, p. 98).
Ball-Rokeach states that dependency on media is based on five macro and micro level factors (Işık, 2007, p. 72):
Structural: correlating relationship between media and political, economic, cultural, and other systems.
Content: the nature of the social environment of individuals and social groups.
Media: the nature and quality of media system in defining and presenting the benefits of its messages.
Interpersonal relations: interpersonal relationship network that shapes the expectations and motivations
of individuals about media.
Individual factors: the goals that individuals can achieve by using media (understanding, orientation,
play).
Media dependency theory uses a cognitive paradigm, which assumes a logical link between the media
content and motivations, in order to explain the effects of mass communication tools on the audience. The key
to explain when and how individuals expose themselves to media and the effects of this exposure on their
beliefs and behaviors, is to identify the ways they use media in achieving their personal goals.

Method of the Study
The aim of this study is to identify the Turkish radio listeners’ reasons for listening to radio. The study is
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based on the dependency model of Ball-Rokeach and Defleur that explains the effects of media on audience
behavior. The basis of dependency theory lies in the fact that in developed societies the media serve many
central information functions. In these societies, individuals are different in terms of their tendencies,
gratifications and use of media as a source of information (Tuar & Yılmaz, 2010, p. 130).
In the study, the effects of radio listeners’ level of dependencies on the radio medium if they own a radio
station in the future are explored. For that purpose, radio listeners were asked to name the characteristics of
their current favorite radio station and their dream radio station. They were asked if they have enough capital
and set up a radio station in future, would that radio station have the same characteristics with their current
favorite radio station. The purpose of this question was to test if radio listeners’ dependency on their current
favorite radio station could be used as a model or not. According to the hypothesis of the study, radio listeners
would take their current favorite radio station as a model and imitate it in structuring the radio station they
would set up in the future.

Figure 2. Model of the study.

The study was conducted using quantitative research method. 101 radio listeners who live in Istanbul,
Turkey were selected with random sampling method and surveyed. Along with identifying radio listening
habits of radio listeners, they were asked to interrelate between their current favorite radio station and their
dream radio station.

Findings
51% of the participants are male and 49% is female. 37.3% of radio listeners who participated the survey
are below the age of 21, 37.3% of them are 22 years old, and 25.5% of them are 23 years old or older.
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Table 1
Distribution of Participants by Gender
Male
Female
Total

(n)
51
50
101

(%)
51.0
49.0
100.0

(n)
36
39
26
101

(%)
37.3
37.3
25.5
100.0

(n)
97
4
101

(%)
96.03
3.97
100.00

(n)
12
34
39
16
101

(%)
11.88
33.67
38.61
15.84
100.00

Table 2
Distribution of Participants by Age
18 and below
19-29
30 and above
Total

Table 3
Do You Listen to the Radio Every Day?
Yes
No
Total

Table 4
Daily Radio Listening Time
Less than an hour
1-2 Hours
2-3 Hours
More than 3 Hours
Total

Table 5
How Long Have You Been Listening to Your Favorite Radio Station?
1 year
1 to 3 years
More than 3 years
More than 5 years
Total

(n)
9
18
22
52
101

(%)
8.91
17.82
21.78
51.49
100.00

(n)
24
11
66
101

(%)
23.77
10.89
65.34
100.00

Table 6
When Do You Change the Radio Station You Are Listening?
When they broadcast ads
I change the station when they play a song that I do not like
I do not change the station easily
Total
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Table 7
Which Device Do You Prefer to Listen to Radio
Online
Terrestrial radio
Satellite
Total

(n)
47
36
18
101

(%)
46.53
35.65
17.82
100.00

(n)
23
37
32
9
101

(%)
22.77
36.63
31.68
8.92
100.00

(n)
24
15
36
22
4
101

(%)
23.76
14.91
35.61
21.76
3.96
100.00

Table 8
How Many Hours a Day Do You Listen to Online Radio
Less than 1 hour
1-2 hours a day
3-4 hours a day
More than 5 hours
Total

Table 9
At What Time Do You Prefer to Listen Radio Most
07:00 -10:00
10:00-16:00
16:00-20:00
20:00-24:00
00:00-07:00
Total

Factors of Dependency on Radio Listening in Turkey
The participants were asked the characteristics of their favorite radio station that made them prefer that
particular station. They were also asked when they change the radio station they enjoy listening to. The answers
showed that, 65.34% of radio listeners do not change the radio station they enjoy listening to very often.
Another remarkable finding of the study was that listeners listen to their favorite radio station for about five
years, resulting a habit which turned to be the audience dependence on radio station.
The participants were asked to specify why they enjoy listening to their favorite radio. Since they gave
more than one answer to this question, the total number of samples are higher than the total number of
participants. The participants stated that they enjoy their favorite radio stations because; the radio station plays
hit music (Turkish or foreign), the style of music played suits them, there are not many ads and news reports
and DJs who do not speak very much.
The participants were asked the type of radio station that they would set up if they had enough capital.
Most of the participants stated that they would set up a radio station with no or very few ads and news reports.
It was also seen that they dream to set up a radio station in which different genres of music would be played in
different time slots. They mentioned that their dream radio station would feature conversation-based radio
programs. Some of them said that they would establish a single-genre radio. The findings obtained revealed that,
the characteristics of dream radio stations of the participants are very similar to that of their current favorite
radio stations.
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Table 10
The Reasons for Listening to a Particular Radio Station
(n)
Plays hit music
34
Style of music suits me
28
There are not many ads and news reports
26
There are not many announcements
21
Talk/conversation based radio programs
18
Technical reasons (interactivity, mobility, quality of broadcast, playlist quality…)
16
Entertainment based format
12
Relaxing—soothing—not exhausting
11
Quality of DJs
10
Program style suits me
9
Plays acoustic music
8
Music based radio
7
Plays nostalgic songs
7
Favourite radio programmers
6
Plays different music genres
5
Approaching daily events in a humorous way
5
Having several radio stations under the same brand (such as POWER FM—POWERTURK)
3
Song requests/telephone connection
2
Other*
19
Total
247
Notes. *Informative, featuring literary works, youth-oriented broadcasting, making you feel as an urbanite, less conversation, no
repetition of songs, Turkish classical music based radio, having famous guests, introducing new musicians who are new to the
music market.

Table 11
The Characteristics of Participants’ Dream Radio Stations.
(n)
There would be few/no ads / news reports
28
Different genres of music would be played in different time slots
26
There would be conversation-based radio programs
24
It would be a single-genre radio
14
The programs would appeal to everyone
12
It would be a music based radio
11
The radio station would play hit music (Turkish/Foreign)
10
Only foreign music would be played
8
Music news would be featured
7
Nostalgic music would be played
6
There would not be many anouncements
4
There would be entertainment programs.
4
The songs would be repeated
3
It would not be a music only radio
2
Other*
24
Total
183
Notes. *I would hire famous radio programmers, there would be programs on literature and philosophy, the programs would be
educational, the most preferred songs would be repeated often, I would work with DJs who can arouse different emotions in
listeners, I would only broadcast for my target audience, not for everybody, relaxing music would be played, it would be a
JellyRadio, there would be live broadcasts of sports, there would be broadcasts of radio theatre, it would be an interactive radio,
no phone calls would be allowed, I would set up two different stations for Turkish music and foreign music, it would be a national
radio, there would be a lot of contests.
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The radio listeners who participated in the survey were asked to what extent their dream radio stations
correspond with their current favorite radio station. Only four participants stated that they do not correspond to
each other. 13 participants said that there is only partial correspondence and they added that, they would add
the properties that are lacking in their current favorite radio station to the one they would set up if they had
enough capital in order to make it perfect. 65 participants told that their current favorite radio station and the
one they would set up in the future have the same characteristics. This indicates that the dependency of the
64.35% of the participants on their favorite radio station may have an effect on their future actions.
Table 12
Do Participants’ Dream Radio Stations Correspond to Their Current Favourite Radio Station?
Frequency
13
65
4
19
101

Partially corresponds
Corresponds
It does not correspond
Have no idea
Total

Conclusion
Media offer different gratifications to the audience. However, using media to obtain gratifications can lead
to media dependency. As a result of this dependency, media become a model for its audience and after a while,
the members of the audience start to shape their behaviors according to the messages presented by media.
In this study, radio listeners’ reasons for listening to the radio medium and the gratifications they obtain
were explored. The results showed that radio listeners usually use this medium in order to listen to music. The
fact that Turkish radio listeners listen to their favorite radio station for an average of five years or more is could
be seen as an indication of their dependency on that radio station. The listeners stated that they do not like to
change the radio station very often. 65.35% of them claimed that if they have the necessary means in the future,
they would establish a radio station that is similar to the one that they enjoy listening to now. This shows how
dependent the audience could be on media. The cognitive and behavioral effects of media dependency could
lead the consumer to act in a specific way, not just in the short but also in the long term.
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